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BLUE SKY SOCCER TABLE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
(GT-BS-SOC1100)
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Congratulations on your new outdoor Blue Sky Soccer table purchase. This product has been designed for outdoor and indoor use 
utilizing lightweight, high-impact materials, components and hardware.
Note: Although all materials are designed to meet the outdoor elements, there may be some slight component and hardware 
discoloration that occurs.  This will not affect the function of the table.
 
Before you begin:
 • Inventory all parts prior to table assembly. 
 • Recommend two adults for assembly process.
 • Do not over tighten or cross thread hardware provided.
	 •	 Prior	to	tightening	hardware,	make	sure	all	connections	are	flush	at	both	connecting	points.

Parts List
 Warning:  Contains small parts – Choking hazard

Player Rod Hardware
	 8	-	5/8”	Carbon	fiber	player	rods	(black) 
 8 - Rod grips 
 8 - Rod grip bolt and nut set 
26 - Player/Stopper bolt and net set 
 8 - Rod caps 
16 - Rod washers 
16 - Rod rubber bumpers 
 4 - Goalie position stops 
11 - Blue players 
11 - Red players

Game Table Frame/Surface Hardware
 2 - Side panels with surface supports
 2 - End panels with goal and surface support, 
  abacus score bars, ball return.
 2 - Aluminum legs with adjustable footers 
 2 - Aluminum legs with casters 
 1 - Aluminum center surface support 
 4 - Corner cap protectors 
 2 - Ball returns catchers
 2 - Ball return hoses
 4 - Ball action surface panels 
 2 - Soccer balls 
16 - 1” Threaded allen head panel leg bolts
16 - ¾” Surface and ball catcher screws
	 1	-	Blue	fluted	playing	surface 
 1 - 4mm Allen wrench
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Assemble in open area on soft surface 
Step 1: Parts required: 1 leg with caster, 1 leg with footer, 1 
side panel, 2 corner cap protectors, and 4 panel bolts. Place 
the side panel facedown and line up the legs on opposite ends 
of the side panel. Starting on one side, line up the inside of 
the leg with the outside of the panel in line with the mounting 
holes. Start the bolts and before tightening, place the corner 
cap	on	top	of	the	side	panel	and	flush	to	the	inside	of	the	leg.	

Tighten the bolts with the Allen wrench provided. Repeat the 
following on the opposite side. Once complete, repeat step 1 
for the remaining side panel and legs. 

Step 2: Parts required: assembled side panels, end panels 
and panel bolts. Lay down side panel on it’s outside, and line 
up end panel inside of leg, aligning the mounting holes, start 
the panel bolts by hand and tighten once top and bottom 
bolts are started. Repeat the opposite side. 

Step 3: Brace the remaining side panel against a wall if 
possible or have another adult hold the panel up. Line up the 
side panel with the end panels and to the other side panel. 
Align with the mounting holes. Begin to insert the panel bolts 
on the top and bottom by hand. Repeat this step on the 
opposite side of the panels. Tighten the bolts with the Allen 
wrench. 

Step 4: Attach the ball catcher using ¾” screws with the ball 
receiving hole at the bottom of assembly.

Step 5: Attach the return hose to the goal and ball return.

Corner cap
protector
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Step 6: Set the blue playing surface onto the side panel and goal box 
supports. Attach using 8 - ¾” screws into the surface pre-drilled holes.
Note:  The surface supports do not have pre-drilled holes.

Step 7: Position the white ball action surface panels before adhering them 
to the playing surface. The top and bottom overlap. Remove the double back 
tape and adhere each panel into position. Do not apply too much pressure 
while securing the surface panels. 

Step 8: Attach the aluminum surface support angle. Remove the backing 
from the double back table and adhere the support angle underneath the 
surface at center, side to side.

Player and Rod Assembly
Review player position and placement diagram
Each rod will have 2 washers, 2 
rubber bushings. 

Select players, rod stops, handle 
grips and caps. Use appropriate 
hardware and tighten using a  
philips head screw driver.

You are now ready to play!

Storage and maintenance tips:
-Keeping the table covered when 
not in use will prolong the life of 
your table.

-Keep clean and free from dirt or 
dust	(Any	non-chemical	cleaner	
works.)

-Lubricate bearings as needed.


